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Abstract

A critical issue in future long-term space exploration missions is the storage

and management of cryogenic propellants. Storage tanks are exposed to extreme

temperatures and radiation, which can generate hot spots on the tank internal

walls even with an efficient temperature insulation. Counteract the effects of the

sources of heat on the propellant is a necessity as vapor bubbles may be created,

which can become dangerous for some engine components apart from decreasing

the amount of available propellant. We present an experimental study carried

out in terrestrial gravity and in microgravity conditions on the effects of acoustic

actuation in the heat transfer between a two-dimensional heating element and a

liquid in a nucleate boiling regime. Two configurations of the heater orientation

with respect to the direction of propagation of the acoustic wave and several

acoustic frequencies were considered. Heater surface temperature and heat flux

were measured in all the performed tests. Acoustic actuation in microgravity

increased the heat flux from the heater to the liquid an 8.6 % in comparison

with the gravity scenario without actuation, and an 8.4 % in comparison with

a microgravity scenario without actuation. The heat transfer enhancement is

larger at frequencies providing higher acoustic amplitudes, which are the fre-

quencies close to the nominal frequency of the piezoelectric acoustic actuator.

The influence of the material of the heater substrate on the acoustic field plays
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a role in the behavior of temperature and heat flux. The results of this work

show that acoustic actuation is a feasible approach for the thermal management

of boil-off in cryogenic propellants.
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1. Introduction

Future long-term space exploration missions will require an efficient manage-

ment of cryogenic propellants (e.g. LH2, LOx) in a microgravity environment

for applications such as storage, transfer, or mass gauging [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

One of the main issues to address in long-term cryogenic propellant storage is5

boil-off. The vapour bubbles formed at hot spots in the tank walls can gener-

ate foam structures, which could be hazardous in operations in orbit. Current

heat insulation techniques are not able to fully eliminate boil-off for long times.

Therefore, approaches able to minimize the effects of boiling in propellant tanks

are required.10

A promising method to manage boiling in propellant tanks consists in using

acoustic fields for the control and removal of vapour bubbles [8, 9, 10]. This

technique requires far fewer resources than other methods (e.g. pressurization

and ullage motor). The acoustic approach lies in placing piezoelectric transduc-

ers close to the hot spots where bubbles are formed. As a result of the acoustic15

(Bjerknes) force exerted on the bubbles by the acoustic wave generated by the

transducer [11, 12, 13], bubbles may move away from the hot spots towards the

subcooled liquid where they could collapse.

Early works on the interaction between acoustics and boiling showed that

the acoustic vibrations affect heat transfer only above a certain pressure [14].20

Increases in the heat transfer coefficient were well pronounced in the natural

convection region, but negligible in the nucleate boiling region. Cavitation and

turbulence were considered to be the main causes for the increase in heat trans-

fer. Heat transfer at low heat fluxes was found to increase when the fluid is

subcooled and decrease when the fluid is saturated [15]. In a later study, min-25
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imum and maximum heat fluxes were raised in an acoustic field [16]. Natural

convection and film boiling were increased while no noticeable change was found

in the nucleate boiling region. Sound pressure profile in the fluid was found to

affect the heat transfer coefficient profile. Several other studies showed the

enhancement of heat transfer by means of acoustic waves [17, 18, 19]. A mech-30

anistic model unifying heat flux, ultrasonic frequency, pressure amplitude, and

surface roughness was presented in [20]. Very recently, Lee et al. demonstrated

the enhancement of not only boiling heat transfer but also spatial/temporal

temperature uniformity under ultrasonic actuation [21]. In the partial nucleate

boiling region, the heat transfer coefficient increased by an average of 17 %. The35

effect was explained by the acoustically enhanced departure of bubbles from the

heater and the acoustic streaming.

Few studies have been carried out on the interaction between acoustics and

boiling in microgravity. Sitter et al. [22, 23] applied a 10 kHz standing wave in

pool boiling of FC-72 generated by a wire. The acoustic force in microgravity40

was found to play a similar role to buoyancy in gravity, being able to maintain

nucleate boiling. In gravity conditions, the heat transfer coefficient was found

to be higher with acoustics and highest/lowest when the heater wire was in the

antinode/node. Largest heat transfer enhancement was found at the inception of

boiling and during film boiling. Similar observations were found in microgravity.45

Fluid cavitation, acoustic streaming, and erratic bubble motion were considered

the cause of boiling heat transfer enhancement both in gravity and microgravity.

Moehrle and Chung [24] studied the interaction of a 10.15 kHz frequency, 28-70

kPa amplitude standing wave with pool boiling of FC-72 from a wire placed at a

node, an antinode and halfway. The applied acoustic wave enhanced boiling heat50

transfer and increased the critical heat flux (CHF) in gravity. In microgravity,

acoustic played the role of gravity to maintain nucleate boiling and increased

the CHF, although not as much as in gravity conditions.

The interaction of an acoustic wave with the boiling process generated at a

heating element depends on the geometry and characteristics of the heater.55

Therefore, a realistic approach to study the heat transfer in the acoustics-
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boiling interaction to manage boil-off in propellant tanks lies in the use of a

two-dimensional heating element to represent a hot spot in the tank walls. Pool

boiling on flat plates in microgravity has been studied for a few decades [25].

In this paper we present an experimental analysis of the effects of acoustic ac-60

tuation on the temperature and heat flux in a square heater on the ground and

in microgravity conditions. The facilities of the ZARM drop tower in Bremen

(Germany) were used for the experiments in microgravity. Two configurations

of a pool boiling experiment determined by the orientation between the heater

surface and the direction of propagation of the acoustic wave are considered.65

In Section 2, the experimental setup used in the lab and in the drop tower is

presented. Section 3 contains the results obtained in terrestrial gravity and mi-

crogravity tests and an analysis of the influence of the heater substrate on the

results. Conclusions of this work are presented in Section 4.

2. Experimental setup70

The setup for both on ground and microgravity experiments was designed

taking into account the characteristics of the ZARM drop tower (specifications,

interfaces, gravity conditions) and with the aim of acquiring valuable informa-

tion of the phenomena of study. The setup consists of a test cell and subsystems

for boiling generation, acoustic wave generation, data acquisition and experi-75

ment control. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show a block diagram of the experimental setup

and the distribution of the equipment in the drop tower rack, respectively. Bub-

bles are formed in the liquid contained in the test cell by activating a heater

inside it. An acoustic wave generated at a lead zirconate titanate piezoelec-

tric transducer (PZT) propagates in the liquid and interacts with the boiling80

process. The experiment is monitored by a set of sensors.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the experimental setup.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup: 1) Test cell, 2) High-speed cameras, 3) KUSB, 4) LED matrix,

5) PC, 6) Power amplifier, 7) Electronics for data acquisition and heater power management,

8) High speed cameras acquisition device, 9) DC/AC converter, 10) ZARM equipment, 11)

Batteries.

The test cell is a square section prism with an inner volume of 1.15 l filled

with HFE-7100 (boiling point at 61oC, 1 atm). The cell has three transparent

windows to allow the use of two high speed cameras and a LED panel. The PZT

is located inside the test cell, which constitutes a major difference with respect85

to previous experiments carried out in microgravity [8]. In these studies, the

PZT was attached to the outer face of a cell wall, which generated an acoustic

wave in the liquid due to the resonance of the structure. Placing the PZT inside

the cell is more adequate in terms of energy efficiency for the application of

boil-off control in propellant tanks.90

Two test cell configurations were considered. One configuration consists of

the heater parallel to the direction of propagation of the acoustic wave (Fig. 3

left), which implies the heater perpendicular to gravity. In the other configura-

tion, the heater is perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the acoustic

wave (Fig. 3 right), i.e., parallel to gravity.95
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Figure 3: Side view of the two test cell configurations. Left: heater (white block) parallel to

the direction of propagation of the acoustic wave. Right: heater perpendicular to the direction

of propagation o the acoustic wave.

The objective of the boiling generation subsystem is to manage the heating

of the liquid and the generation of bubbles in the cell. This subsystem consists

of a controlled DC/DC regulator with a maximum output of 12 V, a heater, and

a PCB to control the voltage supplied to the heater, ensuring that the given

power is constant. The heating element has a 1 cm2 area and 0.42 mm thickness100

and was also used in [8, 25] (Fig. 4). The heater contains an electric resistance

(27.3 Ω with a serpentine shape) heated by Joule effect, a heat flux meter, a T

type thermocouple with 1 oC accuracy, and a copper plate. The copper layer

(30 µm thickness) is in contact with the fluid and separated from the flux meter

by a polyamide layer (150 µm thickness). The heat flux between the resistance105

and the copper layer is measured, with an offset error of 300 W/m2. The heater

is on a PMMA substrate inside the test cell, which was designed to place the

heater in the direct path of the acoustic wave to ensure maximum pressure am-

plitude.

110
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Figure 4: Heater. Left: side view, right: top view (www.captec.fr).

The objective of the acoustic wave generation subsystem is to create an

acoustic field in the liquid that can modify the dynamics of the bubbles and the

heat transfer. For this purpose, a pressure wave is generated inside the test cell

by means of an electrical signal applied to the PZT. The subsystem for acoustic

wave generation is composed of the following elements:115

• Function generator (Tabor Electronics 5325 PCI card) to generate and

control the frequency and amplitude of the applied sinusoidal electrical

signal.

• Power amplifier (FLC electronics P200), which is required since the low

output voltage amplitude from the function generator leads to a low acous-120

tic energy into the liquid, which is not sufficient to significantly modify

the heat transfer. The amplifier can provide up to 200 Vpp.

• PZT connected to the amplifier output, to convert the electrical signal

into a mechanical vibration. Fig. 5 shows the power consumption of the

PZT as a function of frequency. The peak in the graph indicates a (radial)125

nominal frequency of 44 kHz.
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Figure 5: Power consumption of the PZT as a function of frequency.

A computer (AdLink Technology Inc. MXC – 4000/2G) controls the genera-

tion of boiling and acoustic wave, the data acquisition and the function generator

by supplying signals and triggers from a LabView code. The computer has no

moving parts (no fan, a SDD). A KUSB 3108 board from Keithley is used as a130

data acquisition device for the following sensors interfacing the computer:

• Thermocouples to measure the temperature in the liquid, heater surface,

and critical components.

• Heat flux meter to measure the heat flux between the heater and the

liquid.135

• Accelerometer to record the gravity level.

In addition, two high speed cameras (Photron Fastcam MC2) were used to

record the movement of the bubbles.

In order to reproduce a scenario as close as possible to boiling in propellant

tanks, the power supplied to the heater was selected to generate nucleate boiling140

at low temperature, this is, close to the natural convection regime. In the case

of the experiments in the drop tower, the power selection was also determined

by the need to generate nucleate boiling in the short microgravity time of each
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drop (4.7 s). Therefore, the power supplied to the heater was 3.7 W and 1.33

W for the ground and microgravity tests, respectively.145

The following frequencies of the acoustic wave were used in the ground test:

10, 23, 23.3, 23.6, and 44 kHz. The wave amplitude in all these tests was 100

Vpp.

A total of 15 drops were conducted during the experimental campaign car-

ried out in the ZARM drop tower, where microgravity conditions of 10−5g, g150

being terrestrial gravity, can be achieved. The data acquired in eight drops

were selected for the purpose of this study. Each drop is characterized by a set

of parameters: amplitude and frequency of the acoustic wave, time of start of

application of the acoustic wave (t=0 corresponds to capsule release), and the

heater orientation with respect to the direction of propagation of the acoustic155

wave. Table 1 shows the parameters used at each drop of the capsule whose

results are presented here. Drops carried out with an applied acoustic frequency

of 23.6 kHz and 44 kHz and a parallel configuration gave rise to similar results

of some of the drops in Table 1.

160

Table 1: Set of parameters used at the ZARM drop tower tests.

Drop Amplitude Frequency Time Heater

number (Vpp) (kHz) (s) orientation

1 90 23.3 0 Parallel

2 100 44 0 Parallel

3 150 23.3 2.5 Perpendicular

3. Results

3.1. Ground tests

In the configuration with the heater parallel to the propagation of the acous-

tic wave and perpendicular to gravity (Fig. 3 left), both heater surface tem-
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perature and heat flux are affected when an acoustic field is applied. Fig. 6165

shows one of the most significant cases, with a decrease of approximately 6oC

in the surface temperature during the acoustic actuation at 23.6 kHz from 18 s

until 52 s. The behaviour of the heater surface temperature is strongly related

to the heat flux behaviour, which presents an increase of approximately 2.2

%. The acoustic field generates a convective flow that enhances the absorption170

of heat by the liquid, decreasing the heater surface temperature and therefore

increasing the heat flux from the heater resistance to its surface (the heating

power remains constant during these measurements). A decrease in the surface

temperature was observed for all the considered frequencies except for 10 kHz,

where only a ripple can be observed in the temperature during acoustic actu-175

ation, and no variation in the heat flux (Fig. 7). The acoustic amplitude at

10 kHz is significantly lower than in the other cases due to the distance to the

natural frequency of the PZT (44 kHz), which explains the lack of effects on

the temperature and heat flux. In fact, one would expect the strongest acous-

tic effect at 44 kHz. However, the high acoustic amplitude at this frequency180

generates cavitation in the liquid, which induces high levels of noise in the data

acquired by the sensors, making them unusable.
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Figure 6: Heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 23.6

kHz is applied. Heater surface perpendicular to gravity.

Figure 7: Heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 10

kHz is applied. Heater surface perpendicular to gravity.

In the configuration with the heater perpendicular to the propagation of the
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acoustic wave and parallel to gravity (Fig. 3 right), effects of the acoustic field

on the heat transfer are not as clear as in the other configuration. Fig. 8 shows185

the time evolution of the heater surface temperature and heat flux when an

acoustic wave of frequency 23 kHz was applied. Only a slight oscillation in the

temperature can be observed during the acoustic actuation between 4.8 s and

14 s. A similar effect was observed for the frequencies of 23.3 and 23.6 kHz.

Figure 8: Heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 23

kHz is applied. Heater surface parallel to gravity.

Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of the heater surface temperature and heat190

flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 44 kHz was applied. An increase of

5oC in the temperature took place during the acoustic actuation from 7 s to

16 s. Although the heat flux was also altered during the acoustic actuation,

no strong relation with the temperature evolution can be observed. The only

relation observed is a drop of the heat flux at times 7 s, 9 s, and 12 s, which is195

followed by an increase in the temperature.
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Figure 9: Heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 44

kHz is applied. Heater surface parallel to gravity.

Ground tests showed different behavior in the heat transfer depending on

the configuration used. The results obtained with the heater perpendicular

to gravity are aligned with previous works with similar configurations. The

behavior of surface temperature and heat flux when the heater is parallel to200

gravity can be explained by the natural convection taking place in the liquid in

contact with the heater surface. A region of liquid next to the heater is heated

both by the heater and the hot fluid rising from below (the thermocouples were

placed on the upper section of the heater). This phenomenon makes the acoustic

effects negligible at frequencies far from the nominal frequency (Fig. 8). Only205

at the nominal frequency the acoustic actuation is strong enough to alter the

heater surface temperature and heat flux (Fig. 9).

3.2. Microgravity tests

Heat transfer mechanisms are significantly different in microgravity condi-

tions that in terrestrial gravity given the lack of convection in weightlessness.210

The transfer of heat from the heater to the liquid in microgravity is only de-
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termined by conduction and radiation. Heat accumulates in the region of the

liquid in contact to the heater, which in turn affects the bubble generation.

In addition, surface tension and the lack of buoyancy makes bubbles to stay

attached to the heater unless other effects such as surface oscillations gener-215

ated by coalescence or external forces take place. If the power supplied to the

heater was the same as in the ground tests, most likely the surface of the heater

would be covered by a gas layer. To avoid it, the power supplied to the heater

was the minimum necessary to observe nucleate boiling during the drops. As

a consequence, temperature and heat flux are expected to be smaller in the220

microgravity tests than in the ground tests. Fig. 10 shows bubbles generated

at the heater in microgravity conditions.

Figure 10: Bubbles generated by boiling in microgravity.

When no acoustic wave is applied to the system in microgravity, the heater

surface temperature increases with respect to ground conditions. Therefore, the

heat flux from the resistance of the heater to its surface and from it to the liquid225

decreases. According to the results on the ground, one would expect that the

liquid under acoustic actuation in microgravity would experience a convective

flow allowing a larger heat transfer from the heater to the liquid than without

acoustics.

The configurations used in the microgravity tests were the same as in the230

ground tests. Fig. 11 shows the heater surface temperature and heat flux before,

during, and after a drop. The heater was parallel to the direction of propaga-

tion of an acoustic wave of frequency 23.3 kHz applied during the microgravity

time. The effect of the acoustic actuation was the decrease of the heater surface

temperature and the increase of the heat flux. This behavior was observed for235
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the other frequencies considered (23.6 and 44 kHz) with the heater parallel to

the acoustic wave. Therefore, the acoustic actuation enhances the transfer of

heat from a hot spot to the liquid in microgravity. In the case of Fig. 11, the

heat flux increased a 2.9 % compared to the measurements in normal gravity

conditions without the application of an acoustic wave.240

Figure 11: Heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 23.3

kHz is applied during a drop. The time of microgravity is between the red lines.

A drop was carried out applying a frequency of 44 kHz since it has the

potential to produce strong effects on heat transfer thanks to the associated high

acoustic amplitude. The voltage supplied to the PZT was fine tuned so that it

was the maximum applicable voltage that did not generate cavitation. Fig. 12

shows the heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of245

frequency 44 kHz was applied during the microgravity time and after it. As in

the previous case, the temperature decreased and the heat flux increased during

microgravity. The heat flux increased an 8.6 % compared to the measurements

in gravity without acoustic actuation. After the capsule impact on the ground,

heater surface temperature and heat flux remained fluctuating around a constant250
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value, except for a initial peak that can be attributed to the high deceleration

(approximately 10g) of the capsule.

Figure 12: Heater surface temperature and heat flux during a drop when an acoustic wave of

frequency 44 kHz is applied during the drop and after it. The time of microgravity is between

the red lines.

Fig. 13 shows the heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acous-

tic wave of frequency 23.3 kHz was applied only during the second half of a

drop. The heater was oriented perpendicular to the propagation of the acoustic255

wave. In the first half of the drop, the temperature increased and the heat flux

decreased, as expected in microgravity. As soon as the acoustic actuation was

applied, the behavior of both magnitudes reversed. The effect of the acoustic

field in microgravity is opposed to the effect observed with the perpendicular

configuration in gravity conditions, reinforcing the idea of the effects on heat260

transfer from the heater and the liquid in this configuration in gravity. As in

the first analyzed drop, the heat flux enhancement in microgravity with acoustic

actuation compared to the case in normal gravity without actuation is a 2.5 %.

Therefore, the orientation of the heater with respect to the direction of propaga-

tion of the acoustic wave does not influence the acoustic effects in microgravity265
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conditions. The heat flux enhancement with acoustic actuation in microgravity

with respect of a scenario without actuation reaches an 8.4 %. An even higher

enhancement could be reached with a more accurate selection of acoustic fre-

quency and amplitude, which makes the acoustic actuation a powerful tool for

heat management in microgravity.270

Figure 13: Heater surface temperature and heat flux when an acoustic wave of frequency 23.3

kHz is applied during the second half of the drop. The time of microgravity is between the

red lines.

3.3. Influence of the heater substrate

A common observation in the data obtained with acoustic actuation is that

the temperature and heat flux show a ripple with a frequency of the order of 1

Hz, which has no relation with the applied acoustic frequency. In particular, in

the configuration of the heater parallel to the acoustic wave, a ripple is clearly275

observable in the temperature and heat flux in gravity (see Figs. 6 and 7) and

in the heat flux in microgravity (Figs. 11 and 12). In order to determine the

origin of these oscillations, the acoustic amplitude was measured in the lab by

means of an hydrophone placed just above the center of the heater (Fig. 14).
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A reduced acoustic power was used to avoid any hydrophone damage by cavi-280

tation. For a signal of 44 kHz, the amplitude could vary by a factor of 2 at a

frequency below 1 Hz. Therefore, the reflections of the acoustic wave emitted

at the PZT generates a non-steady acoustic field, which makes variable the po-

sition of nodes and antinodes. This observation is also valid for the performed

drops. Despite the acoustic amplitude in the drops reached values between 2.2285

kPa (for acoustic actuation of 10 kHz) and 5.8 kPa (for 44 kHz), the position

of the nodes and antinodes depends only on the acoustic frequency.

Figure 14: Acoustic amplitude at the heater as a function of time when a 44 kHz signal is

applied with low power.

A simple and effective way to identify the position of the nodes and antinodes

of an acoustic field is to generate cavitation by supplying a high voltage to290

the PZT. Cavitation bubbles are generated when the acoustic peak to peak

amplitude is sufficiently high to reach vapour pressure in the liquid. By using

a high speed camera and stacking the images from the recorded video, a clear

picture of the antinodes position can be obtained from the bubbles position (Fig.

15). Bubbles aggregate in columns in the vicinity of the antinodes in the upper295

half of the image. Bubbles generated at the heater are moved by the acoustic

force towards an antinode. Much less cavitation bubbles are observed in the

region closest to the heater than far from it. These observations suggest that

the PMMA heater substrate might be affecting the amplitude of the acoustic

field close to the heater by decreasing its value.300
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Figure 15: Distribution of cavitation bubbles close to the heater on a PMMA substrate. Red

circles indicate regions of bubble cavitation (antinodes). Red arrow shows the trajectory

followed by a bubble generated at the heater towards an antinode.

Five minutes after the data acquisition for Fig. 15, the distribution of bub-

bles was obtained again (Fig. 16). The antinodes previously observed on the top

side of the image remained at the same position. However, in the region closest

to the heater, bubble cavitation took place at different positions (antinodes)

with respect to the earlier observation. Therefore, a standing acoustic wave is305

generated in the liquid inside the test cell except, at least, in the region close

to the heater. The PMMA substrate has an impact on the acoustic amplitude

and on the position of nodes and antinodes.
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Figure 16: Distribution of cavitation bubbles close to the heater on a PMMA substrate. Red

circles indicate regions of bubble cavitation (antinodes). Red arrow shows the trajectory

followed by a bubble generated at the heater towards an antinode.

In order to observe the dependence of the acoustic field near the heater

on the substrate material, the PMMA was replaced by Aluminum. Fig. 17310

shows the distribution of cavitation bubbles close to the heater on an Aluminum

substrate. Cavitation took place all over the observed region. Hence, contrary

to the PMMA case, there is no reduction of the acoustic amplitude in the region

near the heater. In addition, an analysis of the bubble distribution at different

times showed no variations of the cavitation positions (antinodes).315
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Figure 17: Distribution of cavitation bubbles close to the heater on an Aluminum substrate.

Red circles indicate regions of bubble cavitation (antinodes).

4. Conclusions

We have presented a study on the effects of acoustic actuation on the heat

transfer from a two-dimensional heater to a liquid in nucleate boiling on the

ground and in microgravity conditions. Acoustic actuation has been proven to

be an appropriate tool for the enhancement of heat transfer in microgravity pro-320

vided that a sufficiently high acoustic amplitude is generated. The heat trans-

fer enhancement is larger at frequencies providing higher acoustic amplitudes,

which are the frequencies close to the nominal frequency of the piezoelectric

acoustic actuator. The acoustic actuation applied in the experiments in micro-

gravity conditions increased the heat flux an 8.6 % with respect to the scenario325
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on the ground without actuation, and an 8.4 % with respect to the scenario in

microgravity without actuation. The heat flux enhancement could reach much

higher values with an accurate selection of the acoustic parameters.

The time evolution of the heater surface temperature and heat flux showed

a ripple when acoustic actuation was applied and the heater was on a PMMA330

substrate. This behavior can be associated to the fluctuating acoustic amplitude

near the PMMA substrate. In fact, the acoustic field near the heater depends on

the acoustic impedance of the substrate material. When an Aluminum substrate

was employed, no such amplitude fluctuations were observed. Therefore, in the

case of propellant tanks made of Aluminum, a behavior of temperature and heat335

flux smoother than in the experiments presented here could be expected.

The temperature decrease and heat flux increase when acoustic actuation is

applied in microgravity can be used to mitigate bubble generation and, therefore,

to control boil-off in propellant tanks. The different boiling characteristics in the

cryogenic propellants with respect to HFE-7100 would imply different acoustic340

requirements. However, the physics involved does not substantially differ since

the acoustic actuation capabilities for heat enhancement are expected to remain,

despite its performance could change. Overall, the results of this work show

that the acoustic approach is a good candidate for the thermal management of

cryogenic propellants and, also, electronics cooling in space.345
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